Frequently Asked Questions about racing
DRAG RACING 1.01
A drag race is an acceleration contest between two vehicles on a track or drag-strip. The race begins
from a standing start between two vehicles over a distance of normally 1320feet or 402.336meters.
The races are started by means of an electronic device commonly called a Christmas Tree because of its
multicoloured starting lights. On each side of the Tree are seven lights: two small amber lights at the top
of the fixture, followed in descending order by three larger LED lights, a green bulb, and a red bulb.
Two light beams cross the starting-line area and connect to trackside photocells, which are wired to the
Christmas Tree and electronic timers in the control tower. When the front tyres of a vehicle break the first
light beam, called the pre-stage beam, the pre-stage light on the Christmas Tree indicates that the racer
is approximately seven inches from the starting line. When the racer rolls forward into the stage beam,
the front tyres are positioned exactly on the starting line and the stage bulb is lit on the Tree, which
indicates that the vehicle is ready to race. When both vehicles are fully staged, the starter will activate
the Tree, and each racer will focus on the three large amber lights on his or her side of the Tree.
Depending on the type of racing, all three large amber lights will flash simultaneously, followed fourtenths of a second later by the green light (called a Pro Tree), or the three bulbs will flash consecutively
four-tenths of a second apart, followed four-tenths later by the green light (called a Sportsman, or Full
Tree). In New Zealand, all classes use the Full tree except for Top Alcohol, Top Doorslammer and
Competition Eliminator.
Two separate performances are monitored for each run: elapsed time and speed. Upon leaving the
staging beams, each vehicle activates an elapsed-time clock, which is stopped when that vehicle
reaches the finish line. The start-to-finish clocking is the vehicle's elapsed time (E.T.), which serves to
measure performance. Speed is measured in a 66-foot "speed trap" that ends at the finish line. Each lane
is timed independently.
The first vehicle across the finish line wins, unless, in applicable categories, it runs quicker than its dial-in or
index. A racer also may be disqualified for leaving the starting line too soon (red light), leaving the lane
boundary (either by crossing the centre-line, touching the guard-wall or guardrail, or striking a track
fixture such as the photocells), failing to stage, or failing a post-run inspection.

What is a Drag Race?
In basic terms, a drag race is an acceleration contest from a standing start between two vehicles over a
measured distance at a specifically designed drag race facility. The accepted standard for that
distance is either a quarter-mile or an eigth-mile. These contests are started by means of an electronic
device commonly called a "Christmas Tree." Upon leaving the starting line, each contestant activates a
timer which is, in turn, stopped when the same vehicle reaches the finish line. The start-to-finish clocking is
the vehicle's E.T. (elapsed time), which serves to measure performance and often serves to determine
handicaps during competition.

As a vehicle approaches the starting line it breaks
the first light beam and the "Pre-Stage" light on
'Christmas Tree" is lit.

Driver slowly inches car forward until the
second light beam is broken and the "Staged"
lights come on.

WHAT IS E.T. or DIAL-YOUR-OWN (D.Y.O) RACING?
By far the most popular form of drag racing is a handicapped form of competition known as "E.T. Bracket
Racing" or “D.Y.O Racing”. In this form of racing, two vehicles of varying performance potentials can
race on a potentially even basis. The anticipated elapsed times for each vehicle are compared, with the
slower car receiving a head-start equal to the difference of the two. With this system, virtually any two
vehicles can be paired in a competitive drag race. The catch is, you must still cross the finish line first
without going faster than your posted time. If a racer goes faster than the time he or she nominates, this
is an automatic loss also known as a break out. If both racers break out, then the racer who breaks out
by more is deemed the loser.
For Example: Car A has been timed a 17.78, 17.74, and 17.76 seconds for the quarter-mile, and the driver
feels that a "dial-in" of 17.75 is appropriate. Meanwhile, the driver of car B has recorded elapsed times of
15.27, 15.22 and 15.26 on the same track and he has opted for a "dial-in" of 15.25. Accordingly, car A will
get a 2.5-second head-start over car B when the "Christmas Tree" counts down to each car's starting
green lights.
If both vehicles cover the quarter-mile in exactly the predetermined elapsed time, the win will go to the
driver who reacts quickest to the starting signal. That reaction to the starting signal is called "reaction
time." Both lanes are timed independently of one another, and the clock does not start until the vehicle
actually moves. Because of this, a vehicle may sometimes appear to have a mathematical advantage
in comparative elapsed times but actually lose the race. This fact makes starting line reflexes extremely
important in drag racing!

After both cars are staged the Starter activates "Christmas Tree" and three amber lights and one
green are sequenced. With a full tree the oranges come on one by one. With a pro tree used by
professional racers all 3 oranges come on together. There is normally a 400millisecond delay
between lights (this is known as a .4 Tree). Drivers use amber lights as a guide to anticipate the
green coming on. If you cross the start line before the green is on the tree will stop counting and a
bright red "foul" light shows.

What is " Break-Out" and/or "Red Light"?
Should a driver go quicker than his/her predetermined "dial-in" it is a "break-out," and an automatic loss
(provided the other racer didn’t red light). In the case of both vehicles making their runs under their dialins, the win goes to the driver who breaks out the least.
A foul start (or "red light") is the most common form of disqualification. This happens when the driver
reacts to the "Christmas Tree" too quickly and drives his car away from the starting line before the green
"go" signal. When dual infractions occur, say a red light and then a break out, the red light takes
precedent over the break-out.

FACILITY RULES:
- NO ALCOHOL - NO DRUGS - NO GANG PATCHES - NO PETS - NO FIREWORKS
- 10KM SPEED LIMIT AROUND ALL INTERNAL ROADS:
1.

Enter the facility via the gates off Dragway Road and continue through to the main gates. Gate
entry is paid here. Once you’ve paid, turn left and head over to the Pit Area (left of the track).

2.

Proceed to the Race Entry shed with your Civil Driver’s License where you must complete entry
forms and pay to race. If you turn up at scrutineering without having entered, you will be turned
away.

3.

Ensure you carry out any last minute preparation or make changes to the car that may be
required e.g. changing tyres or removing heavy items.

4.

Once you are ready to go, take your car, your helmet and your scrutineering card (supplied by
Race Entry ladies) to the Scrutineering shed located right next door to Race Entry.

5.

The Scrutineering track officials will check your helmet, your registration, WOF and relevant safety
items (ie sufficient tread on tyres, radiator over flow bottle, battery is secured, scatter blankets on
rotary powered vehicles etc) and write both your race number and your class for racing on your
vehicle if all is in order.

6.

You are now officially ready to race. A track official will advise when racing will start and what
staging lanes you will need to be in – listen out for these announcements over the PA and head
straight to the Staging Lanes when prompted.

7.

Ensure your helmet is fastened your seatbelt secure and windows are wound up.

8.

Move up the lanes until you reach head of staging – you’ll know when you’re there. The official
will signal when you can move into the “dunk tank” – this is the beginning of the drag strip. Wait
here until an official give you the signal to to begin your burnout.

9.

On completion of your burnout, move into stage so the Starter can start your race. Please
remember that there are NO burnouts past the Start Line. You will have one warning before being
disqualified from racing.

10. Once the lights drop and you get on the gas, keep your foot down until you are past the last timing marker
which is identified by the red painted walls on the side of the track, which is also where the Timings boards
are.
11. At the very end of the strip, turn right on to the return road. Lane 1 vehicle (AeroFlow left hand lane) must
always give way to Lane 2 (1st Auto Parts right hand lane).
12. Make your way back along the return road keeping to the 10kmh speed limit until you get to the
bottom of the communications tower (adjacent to the start line) to collect your time slip.
13. Now you can head back to the Pit Area and give your car another quick check over before you line up for
another blat.
14. At all times, obey all instructions from Track Officials. Disregarding and/or disagreeing with instructions from a
Track Official will result in your immediate disqualification from further racing. Similarly, abuse of a Track
Official will result in your immediate disqualification from further racing and may be grounds for further
disciplinary action such as a minimum year ban from the venue. Our Track Officials are all volunteers and are
there to help you enjoy your night’s racing and ensure the safety of your experience. Any action by anyone
that may jeopardise this will be dealt with instantly and severely.

